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ABSTRACT

A recent study conducted using CALIFA survey data (Lee et al. 2019b) has found that the orbital

motions of neighbor galaxies are coherent with the spin direction of a target galaxy on scales of many

Megaparsecs. We study this so called ‘large-scale coherence’ phenomena using N-body cosmological

simulations. We confirm a strong coherence signal within 1 Mpc/h of a target galaxy, reaching out to

6 Mpc/h. We divide the simulation halos into subsamples based on mass, spin, merger history and local

halo number density for both target and neighbor halos. We find a clear dependency on the mass of

the target halo only. Another key parameter was the local number density of both target and neighbor

halos, with high density regions such as clusters and groups providing the strongest coherence signals,

rather than filaments or lower density regions. However we do not find a clear dependency on halo spin

or time since last major merger. The most striking result we find is that the signal can be detected up

to 15Mpc/h from massive halos. These result provide valuable lessons for how observational studies

could more clearly detect coherence, and we discuss the implications of our results for the origins of

large-scale coherence.

Keywords: large scale structure — numerical simulation — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: kinematics

and dynamics

1. INTRODUCTION

Thanks to the availability of many large area surveys

of galaxies, observed at a wide variety of wavelengths

and using various telescopes and instruments such as

CfA redshift survey, SDSS, 2dF, 2MASS (Davis et al.

1982; Falco et al. 1999; York et al. 2000; Colless et al.

2001; Jones et al. 2009; Huchra et al. 2012), our knowl-

edge of the cosmic large scale structure has leapt for-

ward in recent decades. It is now well known that there

are a variety of structures in our Universe on scales

of several Megaparsecs including filaments, walls, clus-

ters or voids (Gott et al. 1986, 2005). In the concor-

dance model of modern cosmology, these structures are

∗ E-mail: yigon@outlook.com
† Corresponding author. E-mail: rorysmith274@gmail.com

grown from initial fluctuations in the early stages of

the Universe (Zel’dovich 1970; Hawking 1982; Starobin-

sky 1982; Bardeen et al. 1983; Davis et al. 1985; Wein-

berg et al. 2004). Gravity acts to shape the large scale

structure, causing collapse in overdense regions (future

clusters), and expansion in underdense regions (future

voids). This process generates the web-like structures

such as the dense knots, filaments, walls and the nearly

empty voids that we observe today.

While this evolution of the large-scale structure oc-

curs, individual dark matter halos which are embedded

in the structure begin to achieve their own internal spin.

Tidal Torque Theory (TTT) is the traditional explana-

tion for the origins of their spins (Hoyle 1951; Peebles

1969; Doroshkevich 1970; White 1984). In TTT, pro-

tohalos acquire their angular momentum through inter-

actions with nearby massive structures. TTT is a good
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example of how the large scale structure (LSS) affects in-

dividual halos. It is now well known that the halo’s loca-

tion in the LSS affects its spin (Aubert et al. 2004; Bailin

& Steinmetz 2005; Hahn et al. 2007; Paz et al. 2008;

Libeskind et al. 2012; Trowland et al. 2013; Aragon-

Calvo & Yang 2014). Similarly, Codis et al. (2018) finds

a relation between the halo spin orientation and the di-

rection of filaments in which they are embedded. They

claim that this could be the result of a combination of

TTT at early times combined with mergers especially

at more recent times (see also Codis et al. (2015)). Not

only is the LSS thought to be responsible for the spin of

halos, but there are also some works that claim an envi-

ronmental density dependency on direction of a galaxy’s

spin, especially in early types galaxies (Cappellari et al.

2006; Emsellem et al. 2007; Cappellari et al. 2011; Em-

sellem et al. 2011; Krajnović et al. 2011). Laigle et al.

(2015) reveals that halos which are embedded in cosmic

filaments tend to spin with the vorticity of their host

filament. They find that spin alignment with vorticity

is present at all halos masses but it is stronger for more

massive halos. Similarly, An et al. (2020) report the

presence of an alignment between the spin vectors of

fast rotating DM halos and the orbital angular momen-

tum vector of their neighbors (mergers and fly-bys) due

to the flows of matter within the LSS, especially within

walls and filaments. Summarising, it is now clear that

halo spin strength and direction are closely connected

with the LSS. But it is less clear under what conditions

the coherence between a halo’s spin direction and the

bulk motion of its neighbouring halos within LSS would

be strongest, and how far it might extend.

With the recent advent of observational surveys using

integrated field units (IFU) (Sánchez et al. 2012; Bundy

et al. 2015; Bryant et al. 2015), it has been possible to

collect individual spectra from spaxels across the disks

of galaxies, and a great deal has been learnt about galax-

ies and their evolution. New insights have been provided

into several fields including the internal dynamics (stel-

lar and ionised gas) of individual galaxies, chemical com-

positions and stellar populations throughout their disks

(Belfiore et al. 2015; Ibarra-Medel et al. 2016; Goddard

et al. 2017). With a measurement of the redshift at

each location across a galaxy disk, we can construct full

kinematic maps of their stellar disks. Using IFU data, a

signal of coherence between the spin of the stellar disk of

target galaxies and their neighbors’ motion has recently

been reported (Lee et al. (2019a,b); hereafter denoted as

L19a and L19b respectively). These two papers report

a strong signal of coherence within 800 kpc from target

galaxies, but also a weaker signal of coherence stretching

out to several megaparsecs. Given its large extent, this

rules out that the coherence could be generated by some

kind of earlier interaction between the target and its

neighbors. Some marginal dependencies were reported

on the observed amplitude of the coherence signal. The

coherence signal amplitude was greater around galax-

ies whose optical disks are less concentrated, and those

whose inner and outer disk spin direction was more sim-

ilar. Also, galaxy pairs embedded in dense regions show

a larger amplitude of coherence. But, the statistical

significance of these dependencies was generally under

one-sigma.

In this paper, we conduct a detailed parameter study

of the amplitude of coherence between a target halo’s

spin and their neighbors’ motions using N-body cosmo-

logical simulations. Our aim is to better understand

what dictates the amplitude of coherence, both on short

and long distance scales, in the hope of gaining deeper

insights into its physical origin, in addition to providing

useful feedback for future observations of the phenom-

ena. The structure of this paper can be summarised in

the following. In section 2, we describe our simulations

and data. The method for measuring the coherence sig-

nal is described in section 3. In section 4, the results of

measuring coherence including dependencies on the halo

mass, spin parameter and environment are considered.

In section 5 we put our results into context, comparing

with the observations, and discussing possible origin sce-

narios. Finally, in section 6 we summarize and conclude

our study.

2. DATA

2.1. Cosmological simulation

We measure the coherence signal in a set of N-body

cosmological simulation, that were run as dark mat-

ter only models using the GADGET-3 code (Springel

et al. 2001). To generate the initial conditions at red-

shift=200, the Multi Scale Initial Condition software

(MUSIC; Hahn & Abel (2011)) was used. The package

Code for Anisotropies in the Microwave Back-

ground(CAMB; Lewis et al. (2000)) calculated the lin-

ear power spectrum. A set of five cubic cosmological

volumes were analysed, with dimensions 120 × 120 ×
120 Mpc/h for each box. The dark matter particles have

a fixed mass of 1.072× 109M�/h in all the simulations.

A cosmology of Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωb = 0.047 and

h = 0.684 was assumed for the initial conditions and

running of the simulations. Output files were produced

at ∼100 Myr intervals consisting of the mass, velocities

and positions for each snapshot, in comoving coordinates

down to redshift zero. However, this study is conducted

entirely at redshift z= 0. Where comparison with obser-

vations was necessary, we used today’s value of Hubble’s
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constant to convert comoving quantities into physical

quantities (e.g., distance, mass). The five cosmological

boxes were sufficient to provide excellent statistics for

our study (∼1.5 million halos). Each box is a different

random realization. Only a small variation in the am-

plitude of the coherence signal was found between the

boxes (see section 4.2).

2.2. ROCKSTAR halo finder

We use the ROCKSTAR halo finder to build a cata-

logue of halos at z = 0 (Behroozi et al. 2013). Halos are

identified using a hierarchical Friends-of-Friends (FoF)

approach that combines six-dimensional phase space in-

formation and one-dimensional time, and provides infor-

mation on the merging history as well. Combining all 5

simulation boxes provides us with excellent statistics, in

terms of numbers of halos, for our study. We remove all

halos with a mass lower than 1011M� in order to ensure

our halos are sufficiently resolved more than 65 parti-

cles per halo. This leaves us with 298, 694 halos (21 per

cent of the total halo catalog). ROCKSTAR provides

a number of measurements of the halos that we use in

this study. First, the mass of each DM halo is calculated

based on a spherical overdensity calculation for all mat-

ter above 200 times the critical density of the Universe

at that time. The spin of each halo is calculated using

λB ≡ J/
√

2GMR, where J is the angular momentum of

the halo, M and R corresponds to virial mass and virial

radius of halo (Bullock et al. 2001). The merger his-

tory is also parameterised as the scale factor when the

halo experienced its most recent major merger (defined

as being more major than a 1:3 merger).

For estimating the skeleton of the filaments we use the

DisPerSE code (Sousbie 2011), applied to our halo cat-

alogues, with a persistence ratio threshold of 6.2, and

smoothing the filaments 10 times using the provided

software. The skeletons trace out the backbone of the

filaments, and we define our ‘filament halos’ as any halo

located within 2 Mpc from the skeleton consistent with

the choice of parameters and recent results of Jhee et al.

2022. This choice also provides us with good number

statistics when we make a ‘filament halo’ subsample in

Section 4.3.

3. METHODOLOGY

To measure the amplitude of the coherence in the sim-

ulation, we used a similar approach as in L19a,b. How-

ever, one key difference is that we could use the full 3D

information of each halo’s movement, while in the obser-

vational study of L19a,b only 2D projected information

is available. Projection effects will tend to weaken the

amplitude of the signal, thus by using the 3D informa-

tion we are more sensitive to potentially weak coherence

Figure 1. Cartoon schematic of the method used to measure
the coherence signal in this study. We only consider neigh-
bors that fall in the green filled region between the dashed
lines (where the angle between spin vector and the vector to
the neighbor is > π/4 and < 3π/4).

signals at large distances. We test the impact of projec-

tion effects in section 5.2.

Our method is as follows. First, we select target halos.

These are halos with masses between 1011 and 1014M�.

Next, we measure the target halo’s spin vector, and ro-

tate all the halos (target and neighbors) so as the spin

vector is aligned along the z-axis. Then we adopted the

X-cut suggested by L19a, that excludes neighbors whose

angle between their position vector with respect to the

target halo and the target’s spin vector is under 45 de-

grees and over 135 degrees (see Fig. 1). Since we are

using a simulation box rather than real observational

data, it is not essential that we use the X-cut but we

chose to include it anyhow for better comparison with

the results of the observational study. We tested the im-

pact of using the X-cut and find that the signal typically
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increases in strength by 25 percent, therefore there are

benefits to applying this cut. In the final step, we calcu-

late the coherence signal amplitude. For each neighbor,

we calculate the tangent velocity with respect to target’s

spin vector. We then average the tangent velocity over

all neighbors within the specified distance range, using

a mass weighting. This is analogous to the luminosity-

weighting that was used in L19a. Hereafter, we refer

to this averaged tangential velocity as the ‘amplitude’

of the coherence. We also refer to the ‘significance’ of

the coherence which is separate from the amplitude in

that it is a measure of the signal to noise ratio of the

coherence signal. The noise is the standard deviation

of 100 amplitudes calculated by constructing 100 ran-

domised catalogs for each simulation box. The physical

quantities of each halo (such as mass, velocity, size of

spin vector and merger tree information) is identical to

the original halo catalog, but only the direction of the

target halo spin vectors are randomised. In this way, we

can determine the significance of the coherence signal

we measure. We then split up our sample into different

subsamples by various parameters (halo mass, spin, etc)

in order to test how the coherence signal depends on

these parameters.

4. RESULT

4.1. The 2D cell plot

This plot was developed to study how the amplitude

of the target’s coherence signal depends on both target

and neighbor halo properties. An example is shown in

Fig. 2, where the x-axis is the target halo mass and the

y-axis is the neighbor halo mass. The color of each cell

indicates the amplitude of the coherence signal in each

cell, as shown in the color bar. In this plot, the ampli-

tude is measured with all target halos located between

0 to 6 Mpc/h. The small number provided in each cell

shows the significance. If the significance is less than 1,

the cell is left blank to reduce visible noise. We note

that the significance is highly dependent on the num-

ber statistics of halos in each of the cells, e.g. we can

expect high significance for lower mass halos and lower

significance for higher mass halos simply because there

are many more low mass halos than high mass halos.

The blue solid lines show the integrated coherence sig-

nal along each axis, so that we can see the dependence

of the signal amplitude on just the quantity on that axis

alone, marginalising over the other axis. This histogram

helps us to see the dependency on single variable. We do

not see a clear dependence on neighbor halo mass (along

the y-axis). But, there is a peak in the signal amplitude

for target halos of intermediate mass (along the x-axis)

in Fig. 2

4.2. Dependency of Signal Amplitude on Distance

In this section, we consider all of our target halos com-

bined and study how the coherence signal amplitude de-

pends on the distance to the neighbor halos, as shown in

Fig. 3. The amplitude of the coherence is large in the 0

to 1 Mpc/h range, which we refer to as the ‘nearby sig-

nal’. This was also reported observationally in L19a,b.

A weak but still statistically significant(S/N ∼ 1.5) co-

herence signal is detected in the 1-3 Mpc/h range. This

is slightly larger than the typical virial radius of galaxy

clusters (Girardi et al. 1995; Carlberg et al. 1997), mean-

ing that target halos inside clusters remain significantly

coherent with neighbors beyond the cluster. We refer

to this as ‘intermediate range coherence’. We refer to

the 3-6Mpc/h range as ‘long range coherence’. Beyond

6Mpc/h, the significance of coherence for all the target

halos combined becomes lower than 1. We note that the

maximum range of the coherence could be larger than

this for a different subsample of target halos.

We also measured the difference in coherence ampli-

tude with distance between each of our individual five

cosmological boxes and the result is shown in Fig. 4.

The difference is calculated by the ratio between maxi-

mum and minimum coherence signal amplitude for each

box. The maximum difference in the amplitude was 15

per cent in the 0 to 1 Mpc/h range, 102 per cent in the 1

to 3Mpc/h range, and 167 per cent in the 3 to 6Mpc/h

range. Error bars were calculated by creating random-

spin catalogs as described in section 3. The box-to-box

differences are generally smaller than one-sigma.

4.3. Dependency of coherence signal amplitude on halo

properties

Having confirmed the presence of coherence in our

simulation boxes for the total sample of target halos,

we now divide the halos into subsamples based on var-

ious properties of the halos described below. There are

four rows in Fig. 5, one for each halo properties. The

columns indicate the different distance ranges we con-

sider between target and neighbor halos (see panel sub-

titles).

Halo mass: We find that the halo mass of the target ha-

los is an important parameter for the amplitude of the

coherence signal (see the first row of Fig. 5). We already

saw this dependency on the target mass in Fig. 2, but

here we can see how this dependency changes as the dis-

tance range changes by comparing between the columns.

There is a clear and significant dependency on the target

halo mass in all the distance ranges, but the dependency

on neighbor halo mass is weak. The target mass where

the coherence amplitude peaks is different depending on

the distance to the neighbors. Within 1 Mpc/h, the
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Figure 2. Sample of 2-dimensional cell plot for this study. Coherence amplitude in this plot is measured and integrated within
0 to 6Mpc/h range. The amplitude is the tangential velocity of neighbor halos with respect to target halo, so the units are
km/s. The color mean the amplitude of signal at each conditions. In this plot, the condition is DM halo mass. We divided the
color scheme for plus and minus signal for easy identification of the positive or negative values. We put the signal to noise ratio
for each cell and if the significance is lower than 1, we did not paint the cell. Blue solid lines and error bars show the integrated
amplitude along each axis and size of error is obtained from standard deviation of the amplitude from 100 catalogs in which the
spin vector of the halos are randomly oriented.

0-1Mpc/h 1-2Mpc/h 2-3Mpc/h 3-4Mpc/h 4-5Mpc/h 5-6Mpc/h 6-7Mpc/h 7-8Mpc/h

Amplitude(km/s) 70.4 8.51 3.56 1.50 3.16 1.83 1.53 0.755

Significance(σ) 11.5 1.96 1.14 0.609 1.41 0.901 0.887 0.510

Table 1. Numerical values of amplitude and significance of the coherence signal shown in 3.

amplitude grows linearly up to 1013 M�. However with

increasing range, the peak target halo mass falls from

1012.5 to 1012.0 M� (1-3Mpc/h to 3-6Mpc/h, respec-

tively). This mass range corresponds to a stellar mass

of ∼ 1010 M� as estimated from halo abundance match-

ing (Guo et al. 2010). Thus, our simulations predict that

galaxies of this mass would be good target for detecting

a high significance and high amplitude signal of coher-

ence.

Halo spin and Scale Factor of Last Major Merger: In

the second row we consider how the amplitude of co-

herence depends on the spin parameter (Bullock et al.

2001) of target and neighbor halos. In the third row, we

consider how the Scale Factor of the last major merger

of the target and neighbor halos affects the coherence

amplitude, where a major merger is defined as having a

mass ratio of 1:3 or more major. Unlike with the target

mass, we do not see any clear dependencies on halo spin

and time after last major merging. We will compare this

result with the observations in section 5.2.

The local halo number density: In the fourth row of Fig.

5, we consider how coherence amplitude depends on the

local number density of halos. This is defined by count-

ing the total numbers of halos within a 1 Mpc/h sphere

around the target or neighbor halos. Thus it is a proxy

for the environment in which the halo is embedded. To

give a more physical interpretation of these number den-

sities, we test and find that typically the number den-

sities are ∼10 around large filaments (measured out to

a maximum of 2 Mpc/h from the filament skeleton).
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Figure 3. 1-Dimensional histogram of the amplitude of the
coherence signal of all the target halos in all five simulation
boxes. The blue histogram corresponds to the amplitude of
the coherence signal in 1 Mpc/h bins, red cross symbols cor-
responds to integrated amplitude within nearby (0-1 Mpc/h),
intermediate (1-3 Mpc/h), and long range (3-6 Mpc/h) dis-
tance ranges. The three vertical dotted lines indicate the
nearby, intermediate and long range zones. Error bars show
the standard deviation of amplitude measured from 100 ran-
domly spin-oriented catalogs to show the signal to noise ratio
of the coherence signal. The red horizontal line indicates the
zero point.
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Figure 4. Same format as Fig. 3, but here the coherence
signal amplitude of each of the five cosmological simulation
boxes is plotted individually as a different colored solid lines
(see legend). The standard deviation of the amplitude from
the 100 catalogues where the spin direction is randomised
are plotted as colored error bars. The coherence amplitude
of all the boxes combined is plotted as a gray histogram.

Within groups and clusters, there is a large scatter and

the number density depends on hostcentric radius too.

But typically, the local number density within the virial

radius of a host was ∼20 for low mass groups (mass

∼ 1013.2M�), ∼40 for intermediate mass clusters (mass

∼ 1014.2M�), and ∼80 for the most massive clusters

(mass ∼ 1014.8M�). Although, we do not always see

a strong dependency on target or neighbor halo den-

sity individually (see 0-1 Mpc/h panel), we clearly see

a strong dependency when we consider both the target

and neighbor halo number densities together. The co-

herence amplitude is much higher when both targets and

neighbors are located in dense regions, such as if they

were both located in the dense cores of clusters. This

can clearly be seen by the diagonal stripe (from bottom-

left to top-right) visible in the bottom-left panel of Fig.

5. However, we note that the narrowness of this stripe is

partly by construction. If we only measure the coherence

amplitude over a 1 Mpc/h range from the target, then

it is likely that both the target and neighbor inhabit a

similar environmental density. This is why the width of

stripe is widened when we consider larger distances of

neighbor halos from the target halos (e.g., 1-3 Mpc/h

or 3-6 Mpc/h). We see that the signal-to-noise reduces

when the cells are located further from the diagonal due

to the reduced statistics in each cells. This is especially

the case when the target and neighbour halos are close,

but less so at larger distances due to the improved statis-

tics. Meanwhile, for close separations between the tar-

get and neighbour halo, we see the presence of negative

coherence for cell at larger distances from the diagonal

strip, as discussed in Section 4.4.

Since we have seen that the environmental density is

an important parameter, we now select targets in spe-

cific environments, including clusters, groups and fila-

ments. Clusters are identified as halos with mass >

1014M�, groups have masses between 1013 and 1014M�.

Targets that are considered to be in clusters (groups)

are selected out to twice the virial radius of the cluster

(group), in order to improve statistics and account for

backsplash galaxies. For filament halos, we select ha-

los that are located within 2 Mpc/h from the filament

skeleton (see Section 2.2 for details). In Fig. 6, we plot

the amplitude of the coherence signal as a function of

range, for each of the target sub-samples. The coherence

amplitude is largest around clusters. The coherence am-

plitude of groups and filaments is similar, although the

group data points are consistently above the filament

data points in most distance bins. We clearly see that

every amplitude within each structure is greater than

amplitude calculated over whole simulation box, since

mean density of whole box is lower than density of each

structures.

We tested the significance of the correlation between

local number density and the amplitude using a Spear-

man’s rank coefficient. But, due to the huge scatter

between individual halos, the result was that no signif-

icant correlation was detected. This provides further

motivation for our approach of stacking all the objects

together, and testing the significance of the signal by

comparison with multiple catalogues where the spin vec-

tors are randomized in each catalogue. When we take

this approach, we find there is indeed a correlation with

local number density. For example, see Fig. 8. Here, the

error bars are calculated based on the standard devia-
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Figure 5. Two dimensional cell plot for visualize how each parameters affect to the coherence. The format is the same as in
Fig. 2 but we selected target halos by four halo properties (top to bottom row; halo mass, halo spin, scale factor of last major
merger, and local number density) and the distance range is also divided into three groups in this figures (left to right columns;
see panel subtitles).
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halos in different mass hosts from groups up to clusters (see
legend). The mean virial radius of central halos in each mass
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tion of the amplitude from 100 halo catalogues where, in

each catalogue, the halo spin vectors had their directions

randomised.

4.3.1. Host halo mass vs local number densities

So far, we have seen that the coherence amplitude is

larger where the local density is higher, and also in high

mass host halos like clusters. However, it is unclear

whether host mass or local number density is the pri-

mary parameter dictating the coherence amplitude, as

more massive clusters might be expected to have higher

local number densities near their centers. We confirm

this picture in Fig. 7 where we plot the local number

density as a function of distance from the host center.

In this plot, we consider local density within 300 kpc/h

instead of the usual 1 Mpc/h. Nevertheless, it confirms

that higher mass hosts (see legend for center value of

host mass range) indeed have larger local number den-

sity at any fixed physical distance.

However, the figure also shows there is a range of num-

ber density within a particular mass host. Therefore, in

the following we try to separate the impact of the two

parameters (host mass versus local number density) by

varying one parameter while controlling for the other

(see Fig. 8). We do not see a clear correlation be-

tween the amplitude of the coherence and host mass

(upper panel), for a fixed local number density range

(see legend). But, we do see a positive correlation be-

tween local number density and the coherence for a fixed

host mass range (see lower panel). Thus, the parameter

which most strongly influences the coherence amplitude

is the local number density rather than the host halo

mass.

In other words, the denser inner regions of clusters

produce larger amplitudes of coherence signal than the

outer regions of the same clusters. In Fig. 7 we clearly

see the highest number densities are located at smaller

distances from central halos. Taking this concept to ex-

tremes, in Fig. 9, we attempt to ascertain the range

of the coherence signal for different host masses from

groups up to clusters, but this time using a distance scale

that is normalised by the virial radius of the host halo

(see the y-axis of Fig. 9). As we saw in the upper panel

of Fig. 8, the dependency on host mass is nearly flat

except for the most massive host groups (> 1014.5M�).

From the error bars, it can be seen that the significance

is highest in the low host mass groups. This might be

due to the number statistics of target halos, which are

lower in high mass hosts. We count 20039 targets around

the lowest mass groups, and only 3278 targets in the

most massive clusters. But the distances over which

the coherence signal remains detectable can be seen to

reach over 10 virial radii from dense systems, which cor-

responds to nearly 15Mpc/h for the most massive clus-

ters, and the normalised distance is fairly independent

of host mass. We note that the local density in Fig.

8 is measured within 1 Mpc/h from each target halo.

This is different than the local density measured in Fig.

7, which is measured within 300 kpc/h from the clus-
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Figure 8. Comparison of the dependency of the coherence
amplitude on the mass of host halo (upper panel) and local
number density (lower panel) around target halos. Error bars
show the standard deviation of the amplitude estimated from
100 randomly spin-oriented catalogs for each 5 boxes. Here,
the amplitude of the coherence signal is calculated within 10
virial radius of each host halo. We also divided the halos
into subsamples (see legend) as shown with the red and blue
lines to attempt to control for the other parameter while
varying the parameter on the x-axis. Here, the local density
is measured from each halo within a radius of 1 Mpc/h in
order to match the integrated result in Fig. 5

ter center and is smaller to allow us to measure deeper

down into the cluster core.

4.4. Negative coherence

Under specific circumstances, we detect the presence

of statistically significant negative coherence in our sim-

ulations. Negative coherence means that larger numbers

of neighbor halos are orbiting retrograde than prograde

to the spin direction of the target halo. In this case,

the mean tangential velocity is seen to be negative even

when the signal to noise is greater than one. We first

saw evidence for negative coherence when we divided

our sample by halo mass (see the top row of Fig. 5.)

For long range signal (‘3-6 Mpc/h’), negative coherence

is detected in just two cells of the highest mass target

halos with a signal to noise of ∼ 1.5. Negative coherence

is seen more clearly in the second row of Fig. 5, when

we divide the halos by their spin parameter. In partic-

ular, high spin halos tend to show negative coherence

with intermediate to long range neighbors. Only when

we divide the sample by local number density do we see

Figure 9. Radial profile of coherence signal amplitude by
host mass (x-axis). Figure format is same as Fig. 2 but cu-
mulative amplitude is plotted along the Y-axis. The total
signal amplitude measured for all halos within the given ra-
dius is given by the colour bar. The host is the most massive
halo containing a target halo. The range of the coherence
(y-axis) has been normalized by the virial radius of the host
halo.

clear evidence for negative coherence with nearby (0-

1 Mpc/h) neighbors (see the final row of Fig. 5). These

cells consistently show high amplitude negative coher-

ence, when the target halo and neighbor halo are em-

bedded in opposing extremes of environmental densities

(e.g., target halos in dense cluster cores vs neighbors in

low density void surroundings, or vice versa). Although

the signal-to-noise is not very high (S/N=1.25–2.54), we

do not believe that these negative cells are simply noise.

In fact, we see the presence of these negative cells in all

5 simulation volumes separately, and in each case they

have similar amplitudes and are found at the same lo-

cations in the figures.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. On the misalignment between DM halos and

galactic discs

Given that out simulation study was largely motivated

by an observational study, we note that the comparison

between the observations of baryonic disks and proper-

ties of dark matter halos that we measure is not trivial.

We first must consider the fact that the spin vector of

DM halos are typically misaligned with the spin of their

stellar disks, so they are not perfectly aligned. We chose

a 30 degree error based on the typical misalignment that

is measured between the DM halo spin and the spin of

the stellar disk for massive halos in hydrodynamical cos-

mological simulations (Velliscig et al. 2015; Tenneti et al.

2016). We do not know which component would pro-
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Figure 10. Coherence signal from the first box of DM halo
simulation and 30 degree, 90 degree artificial errors. Blue
bars represents the original coherence signal, and markers
represents corresponding errors. We flipped the target halos
spin direction to 100 random directions to achieve the one-
sigma errors. The choice of 30 degrees is based on the typical
misalignment between DM halos and their stellar disks in
cosmological simulations (see the main text for details).

duce the largest amplitude coherence signal. But we can

test the impact of giving artificial 30 degrees direction

changes to the spin vector of each target halo, and quan-

tify the impact on the coherence amplitude. We assign

the 30 degree change in spin vector randomly, and once

again generate 100 different random realisations in or-

der to quantify the statistical significance of any changes

that are seen. As is shown in Fig. 10, the addition of

a 30 degree misalignment does not strongly reduce the

measured coherence amplitudes. In fact, the differences

in amplitudes are within one sigma for all distance bins

(with the single exception of the 1 Mpc/h bin where it

is two sigma different). Meanwhile, the coherence sig-

nals were reduced significantly if we injected 90 degrees

changes. Interestingly, there is still some weak signal

even when we flipped the halo spin by 90 degrees which

suggests that some perpendicular coherence might also
exist.

5.2. Comparison with L19b

In L19b, the coherence amplitude is slightly (0.6-

sigma) larger for bright target galaxies at distances be-

tween 1 Mpc to 6 Mpc from the target galaxy. For exam-

ple, the coherence amplitude is 15.9±24.3 km/s for faint

galaxies (Mr > −20.5), while the amplitude is 32.6±14.7

km/s for bright galaxies (Mr ≤ −22.5). Thus it isn’t

clear if this dependency is reliable. On the contrary,

in L19a, which studied close range coherency (within

800kpc), they report the opposite dependency on halo

mass although it is also not very statistically reliable. In

the simulations, we find that the coherence amplitude

indeed increases with halo mass within 1 Mpc/h from

target halos, but it peaks at approximately 1012.5 M�
for more distant neighbours. Based on halo abundance

matching, we estimate this to be equivalent to a stel-

lar mass of 1010 M� for central halos. However, the

luminosity of the galaxy would depend on their stellar

populations.

L19b also report a weak, low significance (one-sigma)

dependency on local luminosity density, with CALIFA

galaxies embedded in denser region presenting slightly

higher amplitudes of coherence. However, in the simu-

lations we found a much strong dependency on 3D local

number density. Clearly the way in which the environ-

mental density is defined is very different between the

observations and our 3D method. Therefore, we decided

to mock the observations using the simulation data to

better understand why the 3D number density is a more

important parameter for the coherence signal.

To estimate the local luminosity density in the simu-

lations, we first estimate the stellar mass for each DM

halo using the Guo et al. (2010) abundance match-

ing. We then applied a typical stellar mass to light

ratio for galaxies in the L19b sample. However, the

spread in galaxy color is large at a fixed luminosity, and

we do not know the color of a galaxy in our simula-

tions as they are dark matter-only. Therefore, we are

forced to naively assume a central value of color from

the observed L19b sample of g − r = 0.7. Now, us-

ing the mass to luminosity relation of Bell et al. (2003)

(log(M/Lr) = −(−0.306 + 1.097 ∗ 0.7)), we applied a

constant M/Lr of 0.345 for all galaxies.

To mimic the observed dynamics, we consider the halo

dynamics down our line-of-sight in the simulation box

(in this case, the z-axis). We can now directly adopt

the formula for estimating the local luminosity density

in L19b. When we compare the model’s local luminosity

density (y-axis of top panel of Fig. 11) to our 3D local

number density (x-axis), it becomes clearer why we do

not find the strong dependency that we saw with the

3D local number density. There is a large spread in

local luminosity-dependency at fixed 3D local number

density, and there is not a strong difference in luminosity

density for quite a large range of local number density.

To attempt to understand why the correlation be-

tween local luminosity density and 3D local halo number

density is so poor, we tried to remove luminosity effects

by instead comparing projected local number density to

the 3D local number density. We also restricted the line-

of-sight velocity range so that the depth of the volume

used to measure the number density would be 1 Mpc if

the galaxies are purely in Hubble flow. With the previ-

ous L19b velocity range of 500 km/s, the depth of the

volume would be much larger (∼5Mpc/h). The results

are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 11. Despite these

changes, the high 3D number densities (x-axis) typically
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Figure 11. Top: Correlation between number count of halos
in our study and local luminosity density suggested by L19b.
The grey shaded region is the minimum and maximum data
point along the y-axis and the blue shaded region shows the
quartiles. Two black solid horizontal lines are correspond to
two local luminosity density boundary for dividing galaxies
into subsamples in L19b. Bottom: The relation between the
number densities in a sphere with 1 Mpc/h radius and a
cylinder with a 1 Mpc radius and a 500 km/s line of sight
velocity difference. Because of the finger-of-god effect, we
do not see a one-to-one relation between these two number
densities. The blue line represents the median value and the
shaded region shows the quartiles.
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Figure 12. Comparison between the amplitude of coherence
measured in 3D and the projected amplitude onto the z-axis
of the simulation box. The blue histogram is the same as in
Fig. 3 and the red histogram shows the projected amplitude.
Errors are measured in the usual way (randomising the target
spin 100 times) but considering projected quiantities only.

do not result in high projected number density (y-axis).

Thus it is the deviation from Hubble flow (i.e., the pe-

culiar motions of galaxies in the potential wells of dense

environments) that makes it difficult to measure the lo-

cal number density using a fixed line-of-sight velocity

range. These same deviations are behind the well known

finger of god (FoG) effect (Jackson 1972; Kaiser 1987)

which causes galaxies with a high local 3D number den-

sity to not have high projected 2D number density in a

fixed velocity range.

These results suggest that a clearer observational de-

pendency on local environment might be revealed if the

local density is computed after the FoG effect has been

suppressed, under the assumption that the group shape

and velocity dispersion is symmetrical both down and

perpendicular to our line of sight (Tegmark et al. 2004;

Hwang et al. 2016; Kraljic et al. 2020). An additional

suggestion for future observations would be to consider

both the target and neighbor local number density, as it

is the combination of these that more strongly dictates

the amplitude of the coherence.

So far, we have primarily focused on studying the am-

plitude of the coherence in three dimensions, rather than

the 2D measurements in L19a, L19b. The idea behind

this was that we expect to be able to better detect co-

herence in 3D than in 2D. However, to test how much

weaker the signal might be in 2D, we decided to repeat

the measurement of the total sample’s coherence in 2D,

with a line-of-sight along the z-axis, and using quanti-

ties projected onto the XY plane. The result is shown

in Fig. 12. As expected, the projected amplitude is

about one third of the 3D amplitude in the 1 Mpc/h

range and the value is similar with the observed results

in L19a (31.1 km/s within 800kpc from target halo), al-

though we struggle to detect the long range coherence
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in L19b with our projected simulation coherence. For

example, L19b find that there is 21 km/s of amplitude

at distances up to 6.2 Mpc. In contrast, we find that

the amplitude drops in the region where the distance to

the target halo is larger than 1 Mpc/h, and it shows less

than 3 km/s of projected amplitude within 6 Mpc/h.

We did not find a strong dependency of the coher-

ence amplitude on the spin of halos. L19b found there

was more coherence about target galaxies with high spin

stellar disks. However, we must keep in mind that dif-

ferences of coherence between subsamples in L19b are

pretty weak, moreover, halo spin and stellar disk spin

are not the same quantities. First of all, there could be

some misalignment between the two components (see

section 5.1 and Fig. 4 for more discussion). Secondly,

while the magnitude of halo spin and disk spin are ex-

pected to be correlated, there is likely some scatter.

We also did not find a strong dependency on the coher-

ence amplitude and the time since the last major merger

occurred. It is difficult to compare this result with ob-

servations as the time since the last major merger is not

easily measured directly in observations. L19b used in-

ternal misalignment between the inner (R < Re) and

outer (Re < R < 2 ∗ Re) stellar disk spin vector as a

proxy for merger history dependencies. They found that

internally well aligned galaxies have stronger coherence

signal despite the lack of dependence that we found, al-

though it is possible that internal misalignment is more

sensitive to other properties of the merger history (e.g.,

rate of mass growth, frequency of minor mergers, gas

richness, etc), rather than the single parameter that we

considered (i.e., the time since the last major merger).

Our simulations also revealed instances of negative co-

herence, which was especially strong when the target

and neighbor halos were in opposite extremes of local

number density (see section 4.4 for a full description). A

negative coherence was also reported in L19b, when tar-

gets are (1) faint (Mr > −20.5), (2) blue (g−r > 0.756),

(3) diffuse (Sérsic index > 2) and (4) fast rotators

((log(L/ 〈L〉))−(−0.659Mr−14.144 ≥ 0) with red neigh-

bors. We do not know the color or how diffuse are the

stellar disks of the galaxies in our dark matter-only sim-

ulation. But, under the reasonable assumption that fast

spin halos contain fast rotation disks, we do see a hint

that high spin halos can have show indications of nega-

tive coherence (see second row of Fig. 5).

5.3. The origins of large scale coherence

Given the known flow of matter from cosmic walls into

filaments, and the fact that halo spins tend to align along

the filaments (Codis et al. 2015; Laigle et al. 2015; An

et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2021; Motloch et al. 2021; Xia
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Figure 13. Cosine of angle between halo spin vectors for
halos in filaments. Height of each bar represents the mean
cosine between the rotation direction of the halo belonging to
each group and the rotation direction of whole halos within
simulation box at certain range. Errors calculated with 100
halo catalogs in which the target halo’s spin direction is ran-
domly orientated.

et al. 2021), it is reasonable to expect that filaments are

a likely source of coherence. However, against our expec-

tations, we found that the strongest coherence signals

arose in the densest regions of the large scale structure,

such as at the centers of clusters and massive groups,

and not in filaments (see the third row of Fig. 5 and

Fig. 6).

Furthermore, we also measured the distance over

which the spin alignment extends between halos (see

Fig. 13). We find it does not extend over long dis-

tances even when we consider halos in filaments, unlike

the coherence, perhaps as a result of the bending and

twisting of the filament along its length. Nevertheless,

this result demonstrates that spin-spin alignment along

filament lengths is not a key requirement for large scale

coherence. Instead, the coherence can arise with halo

spins in more localised regions in the large scale struc-

ture.

Although high density environments, such as clusters,

seem to be the strongest sources of coherence, the dy-

namics around filaments could still play a role as clusters

form the nodal ends of the filaments. However, most

clusters are expected to be connected to more than one

filament (Darragh Ford et al. 2019; Gouin et al. 2021).

And with increasing number of filaments, it is difficult

to imagine how the coherence would not be weakened as

different filaments intersect the cluster in different direc-

tions. Yet, we found that the amplitude of the coherence

was significantly stronger in clusters than filaments (see

Fig. 6.)

An alternative scenario is that the potential well of

clusters (or groups) could enhance the coherence in some

way. It could perhaps alter the orbits of neighbors, al-

though it is not obvious why they would necessarily be-

come more coherent. Or, the increased rate of mergers
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Figure 14. Same as Fig.6, but only targets in clusters are
used. Also, they are divided into centrals and satellites sub-
samples so we could compare their amplitudes of coherence.

in denser environments could act to spin up the halos

there, creating enhanced coherence (Rodriguez-Gomez

et al. 2015). This scenario could make sense for cen-

tral halos, in which mergers frequently occur. However,

once halos become satellites it becomes much more dif-

ficult for frequent mergers to occur due to the pecu-

liar motions within the host halo (Hester & Tasitsiomi

2010). Therefore, we might expect a significant differ-

ence in the amplitude of the coherence signal between

central and satellite halos. We tested this in Fig. 14.

Central halos in clusters do have a higher amplitude

of coherence than satellites in clusters but only at the

one-sigma level. This could still be consistent with the

enhance spin through mergers scenario if such satellite

halos suffered most of their mergers prior to becoming

satellites of the cluster, for example in a denser proto-

cluster environment. To draw firmer conclusions on this

scenario, we believe we would need to study the time

evolution of coherence, rather than only considering the

z = 0 snapshot. We also note that we did not see a

strong dependency of the coherence amplitude on the

scale of the last major merger (see third row of Fig. 5),

which might highlight the importance of minor merg-

ers or smooth accretion in developing the spin of halos

rather than specifically requiring major mergers.

The fact that the coherence signal extends out to

6 Mpc/h or more rules out that the long range signal

could occur as a result of prior interactions between the

target and the neighbors. Any explanation for the ori-

gin of coherence must begin with an explanation for how

the halo spin was established. Many suggestion suggest

that tidal shear from neighboring protohalos is impor-

tant for establishing the initial halo spin (Hoyle 1951;

Peebles 1969; Doroshkevich 1970; White 1984). Alter-

natively, Libeskind et al. (2013) suggests that while the

early halo spin may have been acquired through tidal

torques, at more recent times vorticities in the flows of

the large scale structure are primarily responsible for

setting the z = 0 halo spins. The fact that we see large

amplitude signals of coherence supports the importance

of the vortices in establishing the spin. Otherwise, early

halo spins established by tidal torques would have to

generate matching vortices that remain fairly constant

over the age of the Universe.

Considering our new results and these previous stud-

ies, we propose the working theory that vortices in the

large scale structure help to set the z=0 spin of halos.

This could occur by a combination of smooth accretion

and mergers, and appears to be especially effective in-

side the densest regions. We note an almost fractal-like

nature to our measured coherence, in that the signal am-

plitude is nearly constant with host mass (from 1013M�
to 1014.5M�) and with distance (when normalised by

host mass virial radius; see Fig. 9) out to ten virial radii

from dense environments. Thus, we picture island-like

dense regions, like groups and clusters, each enveloped

in their own large scale vortices that extend out to larger

physical distances around higher mass clusters.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have examined the amplitude of the coherence sig-

nal between halo spin and the motions of its neighbors

on scales ranging from nearby (<1 Mpc/h), to medium

range (1-3 Mpc/h), to long range (3-6 Mpc/h) and be-

yond, using dark matter only cosmological N-body sim-

ulations. Our aim was to understand under which cir-

cumstances the coherence amplitude is stronger in order

to better understand the origins of the phenomena and

to give useful feedback to future observational studies

of coherence. Our main results are summarized in the

following:

(1) Considering all the z=0 halos in our simulation

combined, a significant signal of coherence was de-

tected. The coherence signal has a high amplitude

nearby (<1 Mpc/h, Vtan=70 km/s), has decreasing am-

plitude with increasing distance to neighbors, but re-

mains significant out to 6 Mpc/h.

(2) The mass of target halos plays an important role in

controlling the amplitude of the coherence signal. The

maximum amplitude of signal is typically for target ha-

los with masses in the 1012M� to 1012.5M� range, corre-

sponding to stellar masses of roughly 1010M�. But the

target mass where the peak signal amplitude is found

decreases as the distance to the neighbors increases.

(3) The local environmental density of halos also plays

a key role in dictating the amplitude of the coherence

signal for both the target and neighbor halos. High local

number densities results in large amplitude coherence

signals. Target halos in dense environments, like cluster-

mass host halos, have the largest amplitude signal. We
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confirm that it is primarily the local number density

that influences the amplitude of the signal, rather than

the host halo mass.

(4) Radial profile of coherence amplitude normalized

by virial radius reveal the coherence signal reaches at

least 10 virial radius from target halos in dense envi-

ronments like groups and clusters, which corresponds to

striking 10 to 15 Mpc/h in physical distance.

Our results highlight the importance of dense environ-

ments such as in clusters and the centers of groups as

sources of coherence. While filaments do contribute to

the overall coherence, they are not the dominant source

in the simulation box (see Fig. 6). Our results have

highlighted some interesting dependencies on halo prop-

erties which could give constraints on the true origins

of coherence. But we believe the use of high resolution

hydrodynamical cosmological simulations, and a study

of the time evolution of the coherence amplitudes would

provide greater insight in the future.

Most of all, our results provide useful feedback for ob-

servational studies of large scale coherence. In particu-

lar, we suggest that the largest amplitudes of coherence

would be found in the highest density environments,

when the environment of both the target and neigh-

bor halos can be considered simultaneously, using ob-

servational measures of the local density that can better

suppress the finger-of-god effect. If such measurements

are made, we predict that negative amplitude coherence

(where neighbors rotate in the opposite direction to their

target halo’s spin) will be found when target halos and

their close neighbors (< 1Mpc/h) inhabit opposite ex-

tremes of the local number density.

Software: MUSIC(Hahn&Abel 2011),CAMB(Lewis

etal.2000),DisPerSE(Sousbie2011),ROCKSTAR(Behroozi

et al. 2013)
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